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INTRODUCTION

Wheeled farm tractors are widely used in farming 
and accidents involving tractor rollover remain an ongo-
ing problem, causing serious injuries or death to opera-
tors and damage to tractor.  In America, although the 
number of rollover deaths per farm tractor operator has 
been reduced by the development of the rollover protec-
tion structure (ROPS) over the past 20 years, there 
were still 3 deaths per 100,000 operators in 2014 (Ayers 
et al., 2017).  In Japan, with terrain dominated by hills 
and mountains, the situation is more serious, with about 
70 operators killed by tractor accidents per year and 
tractor rollover accounting for 65% to 80% of all tractor–
related deaths in recent years, as shown in Figure 1 
(Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan, 
2015).  Hence, tractor rollovers, which cause huge losses 
in terms of operator safety and agricultural production, 
are worthy of further attention.

Tractor rollover has been the subject of previous 
studies, which can be divided into concern with passive 
safety protection and active accident prevention.  As a 
typical example of passive safety protection, ROPS was 
successfully tested in 1956 and John Deere had equipped 
all new tractors with a ROPS by 1966(Ayers et al., 2017).  

As ROPS technology evolved, various enhancements have 
been developed.  For example, an automatically deploy-
able front–mounted ROPS, which can simultaneously 
increase the height and the upper width of the ROPS 
using airbag inflators, was designed and tested in 2013 
and 2014 (Ballesteros et al., 2013; Ballesteros et al., 
2015).  On the other hand, previous research has investi-
gated active accident prevention for tractor rollover and 
established theories revealing the behavior of tractors 
on slopes (Gibson et al., 1971; Yisa, 1998; Ahmadi, 2011; 
Vidoni et al., 2015; Bietresato et al., 2015; Li et al., 2014, 
2015).  These studies have generally concluded that the 
risk of tractor rollover is a greater when the tractor is 
operating on slopes or roads with high unevenness.  Also, 
there is a general consensus that the combination of 
large slope angle and high level of terrain roughness can 
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Fig. 1.   Annual farm tractor rollover fatalities in Japan from 2006 
to 2015.
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reduce the stability of a tractor.  However, no research 
or experiments have revealed the coupled effect of slope 
and terrain on tractor stability.  Furthermore, the use of 
real tractors in rollover experiments is limited because 
such experiments would be dangerous and expensive, so 
scale models have been employed to study rollover of 
wheeled farm tractors (Yang, 1991).  The advantages of 
experiments with models include the highlighting of 
major factors, the ability to ignore secondary factors, 
and ease of changing parameters, so this approach is 
becoming much more valued and widely employed (Zhu 
et al., 1986).

In a previous study, we built a scale–model–based 
experimental system to investigate parameter sensitivi-
ties for tractor stability, and optimized the configuration 
for improving the lateral stability of the tractors.  
However, the model was operated only on roads with 
roughness classes E and F, a range of road classes too 
narrow to comprehensively reveal the coupled effect of 
slope angle and terrain roughness.  Thus, the previous 
experimental system could neither reflect the real world 
nor provide precise data useful for further research.  
Moreover, it is known that the uphill wheel has a greater 
risk to be disturbed than the downhill wheel when a trac-
tor is traveling along the face of a slope.  This phenome-
non means that rollovers in this situation start with the 
separation of the uphill wheel and the ground.  Because 
of this, evaluations that focus on the uphill wheel should 
be more valuable than evaluations of both the uphill and 
downhill wheels.  

In this study, with a focus on comprehensively under-
standing the coupled effect of slope angle and terrain 
roughness, we updated the scale–model experimental 
system by preparing models of all road roughness classes 
defined by ISO 8608 (2016).  Then, we performed trave-
ling tests using 56 different combinations of slope angle 
and terrain roughness to reveal the potential connec-
tions between slope angle and terrain roughness as they 
relate to tractor stability.  Moreover, to interpret the roll-
over trend, we developed an evaluation index, called the 
load loss rate (LLR), that characterizes the strength of 
contact between the ground and uphill wheel.  Our 
approach and conclusions are intended to provide a spe-

cific reference for improving tractor stability and reduc-
ing the probability of rollover.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Scale Models
A scale–model experimental system was employed 

to reflect the operation of a tractor more realistically.  A 
needed road roughness update was implemented to cover 
all possible operating conditions of the tractor.

Specifically, the practical operating conditions of a 
tractor are varied and irregular, including farm road, farm 
field, and plowed field.  Previous measurements revealed 
that no single road surface class (ISO 2016) can fully 
represent these conditions (Matthews, 1966; Torisu, 1979; 
Ohmiya, 1990), so models of all eight road classes are 
necessary.  Moreover, in previous scale–model studies 
(Takeda, et al., 2010a; Takeda, et al., 2010b; Taghavifar, 
2016), the roads set up for tractor operation always had 
regular shapes and the obstacles had standardized 
shapes.  However, the surfaces of actual farm roads are 
irregular and complex, and the road roughness has a 
high degree of randomness, so a highly regular road sur-
face is not representative.  Therefore, in this study, we 
programed Matlab (R2015a) to generate all eight road 
classes in the vertical and horizontal directions by 
employing harmonic superposition.  Figure 2(a) shows 
the surface of class E as an example of reconstruction of 
a road class from the profile points in Rhinoceros 5.  
Finally, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b), all classes of road 
roughness were completed by CubeX Duo with all nega-
tive vertical values removed.  The length and width were 
set to be 0.1 m and 0.2 m, respectively, to fit the dimen-
sion of the active sensing areas.  Specifically, the random 
surfaces were made into two parts, as it was necessary 
to provide a run–up stage for the scale–model tractor.  
In Fig. 2, blue represents the run–up segment, which 
provided a way for the tractor to adjust itself to a normal 
driving state, and the gray represents the effective meas-
uring area for which we obtained the experimental data. 

In our previous study, the experimental system con-
sisted primarily of a scale–model tractor, a sensing sys-
tem, and traveling tracks, as shown in Fig. 3.  The scale–

Fig. 2.   Generation of scaled random road surfaces for all eight road classes: (a) 
examples of road surfaces in Rhinoceros 5; (b) samples of the scaled 
random road surfaces for all eight classes.
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model tractor (shown in Figs. 3–4) consisted of a chas-
sis, engine, cabin, and implement.  The engine was set to 
provide constant forward motion at a speed of 0.2 m/s.  
To measure the ground reaction force applied to each 
obstacle–surmounting tire, force–sensing resistor devices 
and a motion sensor were installed.  Moreover, as the 
value of reaction force applied on the left side of the tire 
is different than the force on the right side of the tire, 
we prepared two sensing devices for the force measure-
ment of each tire.  The sum of the two signals represents 
the value of the ground reaction force. 

To provide different slope angles for the experi-
ments, the main baseboard (No. 1 in Fig. 3) was designed 
to be rotatable around the axis of the forward direction.  
As reported by Hamdeh, a tractor becomes unstable 
when towing a 3,750 kg trailer uphill on a slope of 28° 
(Hamdeh, et al., 2004).  A similar result was obtained by 
Abubakar, who showed that when tractor stability is the 
main concern, a slope of 15° must be classified as steep 
and a slope of 30° as extremely steep (Abubakar, et al., 
2010).  During our experiments, these results were con-
firmed, in that rollover occurred when the scale–model 
tractor operated on road class H at a slope angle of 25° 
or 30°.  Therefore, tests with a slope angle above 30° 
were abandoned, as they were beyond the limits of an 
operable slope.  Thus, the final tested slope angles ranged 
from 0° to 30° in 5° increments, which provided seven 
tests for each road class.  Based on the updated experi-
mental system, including all eight classes of scale–model 
road surface, 56 traveling experiments were performed 
in this study.

Evaluation of Tractor Stability
Tractor stability evaluation is widely used in the 

field of rollover warning development.  The warning trig-
gered by evaluation afford the operators additional reac-
tion time, during which they can take corrective action 
to save their lives.  Likewise, engineers benefit from it 
because it provides an easy–to–follow approach for pre-
dict the state of tractor and further improving tractor 
stability.

The most popular stability evaluation, load transfer 
ratio (LTR), was put forward by Thoms and Woodrooffe 
in 1990.  For a single axis, the definition of the lateral load 
transfer rate can be understood as the ratio of the abso-
lute value of difference between vertical force of the left 
and right tires and their sum, defined as 

LTR =      (1)

Considering this formula, LTR is an index that varies in 
[0, 1].  The tractor will be more stable if LTR is near 0; 
conversely, the tractor stability decreases as the value 
approaches 1.

However, since the tractor's uphill tires are usually 
more susceptible to disturbance than the downhill tires, 
as the initiation of rollover begins from the separation of 
uphill tires and the ground when the tractor operates on 
a slope.  Thus, we need an indicator that focuses on the 
state of the uphill tires.  Therefore, we introduced a new 
parameters, Fsteady, in our experiment, which is used to 
define the stability evaluation load loss rate (LLR) 
whose physical meaning is expressed by

LLRf/r = (1 –                       ) 100%  (2)

According to this formula, for a tractor running on 
the side slope of a full–scale random road, the LLR var-
ies from 0% to 100%.  The tractor becomes more unstable 
as the LLR approaches 100%, until the uphill tires sepa-
rate from the ground when LLR becomes 100%.  Thus, 
the LLR is understood to be 100% when one or more tires 
separate from the ground.

Furthermore, by focusing on the tractor’s lateral sta-
bility, we translate the LLR values for the front and rear 
axles into overall stability evaluation using a weighted 
summation method according to the conclusion that the 
load on the steerable axle accounts for 20% of the total 
instantaneous weight of a tractor with attached imple-
ments below 3,200 kg (Habarta, 1971).  Thus, the trans-
lated expression is

LLRt = 0.2LLRf + 0.8LLRr   (3)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 presents the coupled effect of slope angle 
and road roughness on tractor stability characteristics 
revealed by LLRt.  As a larger value of LLRt indicates a 
more unstable stage of the tractor, the general trend is 
an evident increase in LLRt as the slope angle and road 
roughness increase, which means that the tractor stabil-
ity decreases during that progression.  A high degree of 
road roughness and large slope angle are critical factors 
that reduce the stability of the tractor, but neither of 
them plays a decisive role; that is, the decrease of tractor 

Fig. 3.   Experimental setup of the scale–model force measuring 
system: (1) main baseboard; (2) circuit board; (3) scale–
model road surface; (4) scale–model tractor; (5) scale–
model road for run–up stage; (6) data recorder.

│Fup – Fdown│
Fup + Fdown

Ff/r–up 

Ff/r–up–steady
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stability is the result of their coupled effect.  The results 
provide a reference for operators to avoid rollover and 
for researchers to make further investigations.  Moreover, 
there is a critical need to conduct further research to 
obtain a better understanding of the coupled effect.

Figure 5 involving a contour map and a scatter plot 
presents the changing trend of LLRf with increasing 
slope angle and road class for the uphill front wheel.  As 
shown in Fig. 5(a), the results for road classes G and H 
reveal that, when driving on extremely high degrees of 
road roughness, the tractor remains in an unstable state 
regardless of the slope angle.  When the tractor traveled 
on a fixed road, the general trend is for LLRf to increase 
as the slope angle increase, which means that the front 
axle stability decreases.  Also, Fig. 5 (b) reveals a similar 
trend for LLRf as the road roughness increases while the 
slope angle remains unchanged.  Specifically, LLRf sharply 
increases between road classes E and G, which means 
that road classes E and F maybe a boundary between 
tractor stability and instability.  Besides, we point out the 
phenomenon that rollover does not occur at the extreme 
points (class A at 30° and class H at 0°), but does occur 
when both factors reach their upper limit (class H at 
30°).  This fact reveals that only the combined effects of 
the two factors can lead to a rollover.  Fig. 5(b) also 
reveals that for the front axle, the degree of road class 
makes greater influence on its stability than slope angle. 

Results of tractor rear axle stability evaluated with 
LLRr indexes are shown in Fig. 6.  The coupled effect 

Fig. 4.   Coupled effect of slope angle and road roughness on 
tractor stability characteristics revealed by LLRt.

Fig. 5.  Experimental results for LLRf of uphill front wheel: (a) contour map; (b) scatter plot.

Fig. 6.  Experimental results for LLRr of uphill rear wheel: (a) contour map; (b) scatter plot.
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has a trend similar to that for front axle stability, but 
more phenomena need further investigation.  First, we 
note that all the LLRr values in Fig. 6 are obviously 
much larger than in Fig. 5, revealing that the increase of 
slope angle and road roughness affect the rear axle sta-
bility much more significantly than the front.  The point 
of class E at 10° in Fig, 6(a) represents a deviation from 
the overall trend; we confirmed it as an outlier by 
repeated testing.  Moreover, as shown in Fig. 6(b), the 
rear axle of the tractor lost its balance when the tractor 
operated on slopes of 30° regardless of road roughness.  
The sharp increase of LLRr between 25° and 30° shown 
in Fig. 6(b) tells us that 30° may be the boundary 
between tractor stability and instability.  Besides, differ-
ent from the front axle, the slope angle has a greater 
influence on its stability than the degree of road class for 
the rear axle which is revealed by Fig. 6(b). 

CONCLUSIONS

Previous studies have explored the effect of slope 
angle and terrain roughness on tractor stability by estab-
lishing models and related experiments, and the consen-
sus is that a large slope angle and high level of terrain 
roughness will contribute to the reduction of tractor sta-
bility.  However, no related experiments revealed the cou-
pled effect of slope angle and terrain roughness on trac-
tor stability characteristics.

This study updated a previously developed experi-
mental system by adding road roughness classes to 
include all eight classes defined by ISO 8608 (2016), mak-
ing it possible to obtain the reaction forces between uphill 
tires and the ground.  Furthermore, we developed the 
indicator LLR to predict the risk of tractor rollover.  In 
the experiments, we observed seven slopes from 0° to 
30° for all eight road roughness classes, for a total of 56 
tests to thoroughly evaluate the effects of both factors 
on tractor stability.

The LLR results revealed that the rear axle of the 
tractor is more greatly affected by the increase of slope 
angle and road roughness than the front axle, so the rear 
axles should receive more attention for operating a trac-
tor on slopes.  Furthermore, rollovers were generally 
caused by extreme conditions brought about by the com-
bined effects of the two factors.  In other words, rollover 
accidents can be avoided by reducing the magnitude of 
either factor.  Also, for the rear axle, a slope angle of 30° 
may be the upper limit for safe operation.  We recon-
firmed a conclusion from our previous study that 
extremely high degrees of road roughness will decrease 
tractor stability.  Besides, the result shows that for the 
front axle, the degree of road class makes greater influ-
ence on its stability than slope angle while there is an 
opposite conclusion for the rear axle.

The results of this updated scale–model–based 
experimental system qualitatively and quantitatively 
described the coupled effect of slope angle and terrain 
roughness on tractor stability.  The methods and find-
ings of this work could provide engineers a reference for 
designing tractors with higher stability and provide opera-

tors criteria for avoiding rollover when operating on a 
road with a rough surface and extremely steep slope.
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